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WJCL Summer Rounds—Tournament VI 
Written by Michael Kearney 

Round I 
 
TU1: What author, who later named a Ciceronian dialogue on old age, wrote a 7-book history 
glorifying the state, not individuals.        CATO THE ELDER 
B1: What was the title of this work?                                              ORIGINES 
B2: With whose praetorship in 152 B.C. does the Origines end?  

  SERVIUS SULPICIUS GALBA 
  
TU2: Translate into English: Orpheus uxorem amisit eā respiciendā. 

ORPHEUS LOST HIS WIFE BY LOOKING BACK AT HER 
B1: Translate into English: Icarus alte volabat caeli tangendi causā. 

ICARUS FLEW HIGH FOR THE SAKE OF TOUCHING THE SKY 
B2: Translate into English: Perseus non rogavit cur Medusa necanda esset. 

PERSEUS DID NOT ASK WHY MEDUSA HAD TO BE KILLED 
 
TU3: What now-common product, which the Romans used only to salve wounds, was replaced 
by olive oil in the typical Roman diet?                                     BUTTER 
B1: What product took the place of sugar, sweetening other liquids and pastries?           HONEY 
B2: Which of the following products did the Romans also lack: Pigeon, turnip, corn, peach? 

   CORN  
 
TU4: For the verb liceo, give the third person singular future perfect active indicative.           

LICUERIT 
B1: Make that form perfect.                                                                                    LICUIT 
B2: Make that form subjunctive.                                 LICUERIT 
 
TU5: Listen carefully to the following passage, excerpted from Catullus 101, which I will read 
twice as prose, and answer in English the question that follows: 

Multas per gentes et multa per aequora vectus 
advenio has miseras, frater, ad inferias,  
ut te postremo donarem munere mortis  
et mutam nequiquam alloquerer cinerem.  
Quandoquidem fortuna mihi tete abstulit ipsum. 

The question: What has stolen Catullus’ brother?                     FORTUNE 
B1+B2: For five points each, for what two reasons has Catullus come to his brother? 

GIVE A FINAL GIFT OF DEATH and SPEAK IN VAIN TO SILENT ASH 
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TU6: What author, who was supposedly consulted on the Sibylline books, wrote eight tragedies, 
including a five-part cycle on the Trojan War?           LIVIUS ANDRONICUS 
B1: What palliata of Andronicus is the only securely attested?                          GLADIOLUS 
B2: What palliata of Andronicus, less securely attested, is usually translated as “Gamester?”                

LUDIUS 
B3: How many lines survive of Andronicus’ Odusia?                        46 
 
TU7: What maiden did Theseus and Pirithous kidnap while she was sacrificing to Artemis and 
take to Aphidnae in Attica?                                                    HELEN 
B1: What brothers of Helen managed to recapture her while Theseus and Pirithous were trying to 
snag Persephone?                                           DIOSCURI or CASTOR AND POLLUX 
B2: What mother of Theseus and sister of Pirithous did they also carry off to be Helen’s 
handmaidens?                                                                                          AETHRA and PHISADIE 
 
TU8: Give the Latin cardinal number for “seventy.”                       SEPTUAGINTA 
B1: Give the Latin number meaning “twenty times.”                                 VICIENS 
B2: Give the Latin ordinal number for “five thousand.”      QUINQUIENS MILLENSIMUS 
 
TU9: Differentiate in meaning between mango and mando.                 

SLAVE-DEALER AND TO ORDER/CHEW 
B1: Differentiate in meaning between pinus and pirus.                                  PINE and PEAR 
B2: Differentiate in meaning between quod and quoad.     BECAUSE/WHICH and AS FAR AS 
 
TU10: What successor of Burebistas constructed a Dacian army in Roman style, but was 
defeated by Domitian at the Battle of Tapae?                                       DECEBALUS 
B1: What capital of Decebalus did Domitian fail to capture?            SARMIZEGETHUSA 
B2: At what battle in 101 A.D. was Decebalus finally defeated?                   SECOND TAPAE  
 
TU11: What author, who was educated by Aelius Donatus, wrote the De Viris Illustribus on 
prominent figures in the church?                                          ST. JEROME 
B1: Name both other authors who wrote a De Viris Illustribus.      NEPOS and SUETONIUS 
B2: What work of Jerome was a translation of Eusebius, dealing with time systems among 
ancient cultures?                                                                                                         CHRONICON 
 
TU12: Which of the following, if any, is not derived from the same Latin root as the others: 
prudent, vista, envy, proviso?                                ALL FROM SAME 
B1: Which of the following, if any, is not derived from the same Latin root as the others: 
convoy, previous, impervious, lascivious?                                       LASCIVIOUS 
B2: Which of the following, if any, is not derived from the same Latin root as the others: chalk, 
inculcate, recalcitrant, cockatrice?                             CHALK (calx, chalk) 
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TU13: Ignoring his lieutenant Polydamas, what leader refused to allow the Trojans to return 
inside the walls, endangering all of them?                          HECTOR 
B1: In Book 12 of the Iliad, what sign does Polydamas interpret as an omen to retreat?    EAGLE 
B2: What remarkable coincedence connected Polydamas and Hector?           

 BORN ON THE SAME DAY 
 
TU14: What pair of laws successively gave Pompey commands against the pirates and 
Mithridates?                                                                            LEX GABINIA and LEX MANILIA 
B1: How long did it take Pompey to complete the western part of his campaign against the 
pirates?                                                                                                                               40 DAYS 
B2: What tribune initially vetoed the Lex Gabinia before withdrawing his veto at the last 
minute?                                                                                                                (L.) TREBELLIUS 
 
TU15: Translate the following sentence from Latin to English: Soror putabat se libros mihi 
iam dedisse. 

MY SISTER THOUGHT THAT SHE HAD GIVEN ME THE BOOKS ALREADY 
B1: Now translate to English: Puella promisit se iturum cras me visuram esse. 

THE GIRL PROMiSED THAT SHE WOULD SEE ME AGAIN TOMORROW 
B2: Now translate: Brevi tempore cognosces mercatorem illum de pecunia te fallere. 

IN A SHORT TIME YOU WILL RECOGNIZE THAT THAT MERCHANT IS DECEIVING 
YOU ABOUT THE MONEY 

 
 
TU16: What god had the epithet Lyaeus, meaning “he who frees?”                 DIONYSUS 
B1: What god had the epithet Panhellenios?                                          ZEUS 
B2: What god had the epithet Loxias?                                    APOLLO 
 
TU17: What author from Pisaurum gives the us the phrase oderint dum metuant, later used by 
Caligula?                                                                                                                              ACCIUS 
B1: With what young Roman author did Accius become friends in his old age?          CICERO 
B2: What title is shared between Pacuvius and Accius?          ARMORUM IUDICIUM 
 
TU18: Comitium, aedes, and carcer all share what grammatical distinction?    

CHANGE MEANINGS B/T SINGULAR AND PLURAL 
B1: Balteus, pileus, and clipeus all share what grammatical distinction?   

                       HAVE A MASCULINE IN -US AND A NEUTER IN -UM  
B2: Materia and saevitia vary between the first and what declension?              FIFTH 
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TU19: What conflict, lasting from 298 to 290 BC, witnessed the defeat of the Linen Legion at 
Aquilonia and the devotio of Publius Decius Mus at Sentinum?       THIRD SAMNITE WAR 
B1: At what battle of 284 or 283 did Rome rout the Gallic Senones led by Britomartis?          

ARRETIUM 
B2: What tribe, gathering Etruscans on their way, reached within fifty miles of Rome, but were 
defeated near Lake Vadimo by P. Cornelius Dolabella?                                            BOII 
 
TU20: Though second only to Heracles in prowess, which of the Argonauts needed a guardian, 
Laocoon, for the voyage?                                                      MELEAGER 
B1: According to Diodorus Siculus, what king of Colchis did Meleager kill during the voyage?            

AEETES 
B2: Whom did Meleager marry not long after his return from the voyage?  CLEOPATRA 
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WJCL Summer Rounds—Tournament VI 
Written by Michael Kearney 

Round II 
 
TU1: What did the Romans call “York?”                                                   EBORACUM  
B1: What did the Romans call “Paris?”                                                         LUTETIA 
B2: What did the Romans call “Gloucester?”                                 GLEVUM 
 
TU2: Placed on her back in the stars for her temerity, what queen of Ethiopia claimed that she 
was more beautiful than the Nereids?                                        CASSIOPEIA 
B1: Who was Cassiopeia’s wife, the king of Ethiopia?                                CEPHEUS 
B2: Another Cepheus was the father of Sterope and the king of what city?             TEGEA 
 
TU3: Warned by the execution of Flavius Clemens, who incited the palace slave Stephanus to 
execute Domitian?                                                                      DOMITIA 
B1: What Praetorian Prefect was also involved in the plot?     PETRONIUS SECUNDUS 
B2: What disgrace, shared later by Geta, did Domitian endure?        DAMNATIO MEMORIAE 
 
TU4: What use of the ablative case is found in the following sentence: Gubernātōris ars 
ūtilitāte nōn arte laudātur.                                                                    CAUSE 
B1: What use of the ablative case is found in the following sentence: Aliquantō post suspexit. 

DEGREE OF DIFFERENCE 
B2: What use of the genitive case is found in the following phrase: mūrus sēdecim pedum.                   

MEASURE 
 
TU5: What author, who claimed to have “thrown away his shield” following the battle of 
Phillippi, became a scribe in the treasury after his farm was confiscated?                    HORACE 
B1: What patron of Horace presented him with a Sabine farm in 33 B.C.?   MAECENAS 
B2: In what year, a mere two months after Maecenas, did Horace die?                                 8 B.C. 
 
TU6: Listen carefully to the following passage, which I will read twice, and answer in Latin the 
question that follows: In eodem quondam prato pascebantur anseres et grues. Adveniente 
domino prati, grues facile avolabant: sed anseres, impediti corporis gravitate, deprehensi et 
mactati sunt. —Sic saepe pauperes cum potentioribus in eodem crimine deprehensi, soli 
dant poenam, dum illi salvi evadunt. 
The question: Ubi pascebantur anseres et grues?            IN (EODEM) PRATO 
B1: Qui deprehensi et mactati sunt?                                                                  ANSERES 
B2: Qui saepe dant poenam?                                                     PAUPERES 
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TU7: From what Latin noun, with what meaning, are “pilgrim,” “peregrination,” and “agrarian” 
derived?                                                                           AGER, FIELD 
B1: From what Latin noun, with what meaning, are “pommel” and “pummel” derived?                

POMUM, FRUIT 
B2: From what Latin noun, with what meaning, are “pueblo” and “pub” derived?          

POPULUS, PEOPLE 
 
TU8: What man, who could run so quickly that stalks of grain did not bend beneath his weight, 
was cured of his impotency by Melampus?                                                       IPHICLUS 
B1: What king, whose cattle were required as bride price for Pero, was Iphiclus’ father?          

PHYLACUS 
B2: Name either of Iphiclus’ sons, who led his forces to Troy?  PODARCES or PROTESILAUS 
 
TU9: What pretender to the throne of Macedon did the Romans under Metellus Macedonicus 
defeat in the Fourth Macedonian War?                               ANDRISCUS 
B1: At what battle was Andriscus defeated?                             (SECOND) PYDNA 
B2: What road, which Scullard calls “the only good road in Albania until the second Italian 
occupation of the country in 1916,” did the Romans construct from Apollonia to Thessalonica? 
                                                                                                          VIA EGNATIA 
 
TU10: The question semper ego auditor tantum opens what author’s satires, which he called 
Farragones?                                                                                                                    JUVENAL 
B1: Which satire of Juvenal, is a rant against homosexuals, attacking hypocrites who cloak the 
“foulest vice beneath the appearance of virtue?”                                             SATIRE 2 
B2: In which satire of Juvenal does Domitian call a council to deliberate how to cook a gigantic 
turbot given to him as a gift?                                                           SATIRE 4 
 
TU11: Give the English for the abbreviation COS                                  CONSUL 
B1: Give the English for the abbreviation A.E.I.O.U.        

 IT IS AUSTRIA’S DESTINY TO RULE THE WORLD 
B2: Give the English for the abbreviation et ux.                      AND THE WIFE 
 
TU12: The ancestor of Turnus, what woman emigrated to Italy and founded Ardea after 
escaping Polydectes on Seriphos?                              DANAE 
B1: Turnus was the king of what Italian tribe?                            RUTULIANS 
B2: In the more usual story, whom did Danae marry on Seriphos?             DICTYS 
 
TU13: Translate the following sentence from Latin to English: Milites ad campum accesserunt 
cum signum datum est.                

THE SOLDIERS APPROACHED THE PLAIN WHEN THE SIGN WAS GIVEN 
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B1: Now try: Cicero, cum in oppido parvo natus esset, Romae tamen vivebat. 
CICERO, ALTHOUGH HE WAS BORN IN A SMALL TOWN, NEVERTHELESS WAS 

LIVING IN/AT ROME 
B2: Now try: Pugnare non possum cum gladio caream.   

 I CANNOT FIGHT BECAUSE I LACK A SWORD 
 
TU14: What work of Ovid, of which Cupid stole a foot, was his first published poetry?                

AMORES 
B1: What work of Ovid, dedicated to Germanicus, is a poetic calendar in elegiac couplets?                    

FASTI 
B2: What spurious work of Ovid is a hexameter didactic on fishing?              HALIEUTICA 
 
TU15:  In the thermae, what was the tank in which a hot bath was taken?         ALVEUS 
B1: In the thermae, what was the hot room to induce sweating?  

SUDATORIUM/LACONICUM 
B2: In the thermae, what was the swimming pool?                                           NATATIO 
 
TU16: Curso, iacto, and ventito are all what type of Latin verb?         

FREQUENTATIVE/INTENSIVE 

B1: Disco, irascor, and cresco are all what type of Latin verb?  INCEPTIVE/INCHOATIVE 
B2: What is significant about the verbs maereo and ferio?    

 ONLY EXIST IN THE PRESENT SYSTEM 
 
TU17: Emathion and Memnon were Eos’ sons by what man, who became a grasshopper as he 
aged?                                                                                                                              TITHONUS 
B1: In single combat with what man did Memnon die in the Trojan War?                 ACHILLES 
B2: Emathion, who was later killed by Heracles, was king of what region?          ARABIA 
 
TU18: For the verb rideo, give all the passive participles.                    RISUS and RIDENDUS 
B1: For the verb amplector, give all participles.   

AMPLECTENS, AMPLEXUS, AMPLECTURUS, AMPLECTENDUS 
B2: For the verb cano, give all the participles.                    

CANENS, CANTURUS, CANTUS, CANENDUS 
 
 
TU19: What author, a decemvir of religious affairs, wrote an unfinished epic poem of eight 
books, adapting an original by Apollonius Rhodius?                       VALERIUS FLACCUS 
B1: What is Valerius Flaccus’ full name?   GAIUS VALERIUS FLACCUS BALBUS SETINUS 
B2: To what Flavian emperor does Flaccus dedicate his work?                          VESPASIAN 
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TU20: Quid Anglice significat mel?                                                             HONEY 
B1: Quid Anglice significat desidia?                                                                   IDLENESS 
B2: Give a synonym for desidia.                   OTIUM, INERTIA, NEQUITIA, CESSATIO 
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WJCL Summer Rounds—Tournament VI 
Written by Michael Kearney 

Round III 
 
TU1: Translate into English: Ea tam antiqua est quam amphitheatrum Flavium. 

SHE IS SO OLD AS THE COLOSSEUM 
B1: Translate into English: Dives tantam pecuniam habebat quanta erat numquam satis. 

THE RICH MAN HAD SO MUCH MONEY AS WAS NEVER ENOUGH 
B2: Translate into English: Complures basilicae in foro Romano aedificatae sunt. 

SEVERAL BASILICAS HAD BEEN BUILT IN THE ROMAN FORUM 
 
TU2: What is the diminutive of the noun atrium?                            ATRIOLUM 
B1: What is the diminutive of the noun munus?                     MUNUSCULUM 
B2: What is the diminutive of the adjective maior?                        MAIUSCULUS 
 
TU3: What son of Apollo and Rhoeo washed up on the island of Delos with his mother, where 
he was raised by Apollo and became king?                                        ANIUS 
B1: Name one of Anius’ three daughters, who were kidnapped by Agamemnon for the Trojan 
War because they could produce food at command.     ONE OF ELAIS, SPERMO, OINO 
B2: Into what were the daughters turned by Dionysus to save them from that fate?               

(WHITE) DOVES 
 
TU4: Following his capture of Ctesiphon, what emperor was killed by a bolt of lightning, or 
more likely a legionary’s sword?                                                   CARUS 
B1: What half-brother of the emperor Tacitus was also murdered by his own troops?              

FLORIAN 
B2: What emperor completed Aurelian’s wall around Rome?                                 PROBUS 
 
TU5: Identify the rhetorical device in this line, taken from Ennius’ Annales: Africa terribili 
tremit horrida terra tumultu.                                               ALLITERATION 
B1: Identify the rhetorical device in this phrase: te propter vivo et amo.      

ANASTROPHE/HYPERBATON 
B2: Identify the rhetorical device in this phrase: Catalina est mons vitiorum. HYPERBOLE 
 
TU6: What son of Amythaon rescued a deceased snake’s young, which licked his ears and 
allowed him to understand animals?                                                               MELAMPUS  
B1: What god also gave Melampus the gift of prophecy beside the river Alpheius?        APOLLO 
B2: Melampus’ gift came in handy when he heard what animals conversing in his jail cell?        

(WOOD)WORM 
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TU7: What author, who argues that philosophy is the basis for architecture, wrote the ten book 
De Architectura?                                                                                        VITRUVIUS (POLLIO) 
B1: To whom does Vitruvius dedicate his work?                                        AUGUSTUS 
B2: What author wrote a similarly useful technical treatise on aqueducts?   FRONTINUS 
 
TU8: According to its etymology, what does the word “squire” mean?  

CARRIES SHIELD, ETC. 
B1: According to its etymology, what does the word “limbo” mean?              ON THE BORDER 
B2: According to its etymology, what does the word “pittance” mean?  

PIOUS CHARITABLE GIFT (and equivalents) 
 
TU9: What emperor instituted a new festival, the Iuvenalia, which celebrated the first clipping 
of the imperial beard (yes, this is legit) and had Anicetus murder his mother Agrippina the 
Younger?                                                                                         NERO 
B1: Where was Anicetus, as well as Pliny the Elder, admiral?                              MISENUM 
B2: How old was Nero at his accession?                                                16 
 
TU10: Translate the following from Latin to English: non scholae sed vitae discimus. 

WE LEARN NOT FOR SCHOOL BUT FOR LIFE 
B1: Now this one: omni aetati mors est communis.                    

DEATH IS THE SAME FOR EVERYONE  
B2: Now: mihi obviam venisti.                            YOU CAME TO MEET ME 
 
TU11: Make the phrase audax filius vocative singular.                          AUDAX FILI 
B1: Make the phrase fessus puer vocative singular in two separate ways.       FESSE PUER(E) 
B2: Make the phrase callidus Lyricius vocative singular.             CALLIDE LYRICIE 
 
TU12: When pregnant by Zeus, what woman fled from her father Nycteus to the court of 
Epopeus, after which she gave birth to twins?                        ANTIOPE 
B1: In his shame, her father Nycteus killed himself and appointed what brother as regent?   

LYCUS 
B2: What twin rulers of Thebes were the sons of Antiope?                   AMPHION and ZETHUS 
 
TU13: What poet called Vergil animae dimidium meae in a propempticon in his First Book of 
Odes?                                                                 (QUINTUS) HORATIUS/HORACE (FLACCUS) 
B1: How many poems are contained within Horace’s Epodes?                                             17 
B2: What work of Horace contains Ofellus, Damasippus, Tiresias, and Nasidienus?       SATIRES 
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TU14: Maneuvering Servilianus into a position from which there was no escape, what herdsman 
concluded a treaty in which the freedom of the Lusitanians was acknowledged by the Romans? 
                                                                                                                VIRIATHUS 
B1: What consular successor of Servilanus convinced the Senate to disavow the treaty and renew 
hostilities, betraying Viriathus through perfidy?                       (SERVILIUS) CAEPIO 
B2: What general, who had won the Fourth Macedonian War for the Romans, drove out the 
Celtiberians three years later?                 Q. CAECILIUS METELLUS 
 
TU15: Give a synonym of invalidus.      INOPS/LANGUIDUS/IMBECILLIS/FESSUS 
B1: Give a synonym of funestus.                  LETALIS/MORTUUS/MORIBUNDUS 
B2: Give a synonym of sublimis.                      ALTUS/CELSUS/EXCELSUS 
 
TU16: Welcome back to Cinema Romana! What 2017 blockbuster might be known as Araneus 
redens domum?                                                                          SPIDER-MAN: HOMECOMING 
B1: What 2017 horror might be known as Obscura Turris?             THE DARK TOWER 
B2: What critically-acclaimed recent release might be known as Discede?         GET OUT 
 
TU17: What son of Arceisius conquered the city of Nericus and married Anticlea, though she 
may have had her son by Sisyphus?                                                         LAERTES 
B1: Laertes is sometimes said to be the child of what other couple?            

 PROCRIS AND CEPHALUS 
B2: What leader of the suitors’ parents did Laertes kill at the end of the Odyssey?   EUPEITHES 
 
TU18: Supposedly the first patrician to act as a populist, what Roman, who had earlier saved 
Rome after being roused by the sacred geese, gave up his property to redeem debtors from 
slavery?                                                                               MARCUS MANLIUS CAPITOLINUS 
B1: After being accused by the Senate of tyranny and embezzlement, from where was 
Capitolinus thrown?                                                                                           TARPEIAN ROCK 
B2: How did the Manlii honor Capitolinus following his death?  

NO MANLIUS SHOULD HENCEFORTH BEAR THE NAME MARCUS 
 
TU19: Which of the following, if any, is not derived from the same Latin root as the others: 
album, daub, alum, auburn?                                                            ALUM  
B1+B2: The word alum has two separate meanings, although one is primarily found in British 
English. From what two Latin words, with what meanings, are the different senses of “alum” 
derived?                    ALUMEN, ALUM/ASTRINGENT SALT, ETC. and ALO, TO NOURISH 
  
TU20: Divitias alius fulvo sibi congerat auro opens the four books of elegies of what author 
from Gabii?                                                                                                                     TIBULLUS 
B1: At what important battle did Tibullus fight against Octavian?                     PHILIPPI 
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B2: What 211-hexameter poem makes up a part of Book 4 of Tibullus’ elegies?  
PANEGYRIC OF MESSALLA/PANEGYRICUS MESSALAE 

B3: Delia 2 is an example of what genre, a serenade before a mistress’ locked door?                
  PARAKLAUSITHYRON 
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WJCL Summer Rounds—Tournament VI 
Written by Michael Kearney 

Semi-Final Round 
 
TU1: Based on the original line plowed by Romulus, what ritual furrow marked off the area 
officially occupied by the city of Rome?                            POMERIUM 
B1: Which assembly’s military origin was reflected in that it was summoned to meet by trumpet 
and it assembled on the Campus Martius, outside the pomerium of the city?               

COMITIA CENTURIATA 
B2: How many centuries were there in the Comitia Centuriata?                                193 
 
TU2: Identify the rhetorical device in this line, taken from Catullus 1: Cui dono lepidum 
novum libellum arida modo pumice expolitum?                              METAPHOR 
B1: Identify the rhetorical device in this phrase, taken from Ennius: saxo cere comminuit brum. 
                                                                                                                                  TMESIS 
B2: Identify the rhetorical device in this line, taken from some book of Vergil’s Aeneid: loca 
feta furentibus Austris Aeoliam venit.               SYNECDOCHE 
 
TU3: Differentiate in meaning between prodo and promo.     TO BETRAY and TO PRODUCE 
B1: Differentiate in meaning between sero and serpo.          TO SOW/CUT and TO CREEP 
B2: Differentiate in meaning between roto and rogo.          TO TURN and TO ASK 
 
TU4: Translate into English: Memento te nihil nosse.         

REMEMBER THAT YOU HAVE KNOWN NOTHING 
B1: Translate into English: Utinam faxim quid volles. 

IF ONLY I DID WHAT YOU WANTED 
B2: Translate this line from early in the Aeneid: multum ille et terris iactatus et alto vi 
superum. 
HE WAS TOSSED MUCH ON BOTH THE LAND AND IN THE DEEP BY THE POWER OF 

THE GODS 
 
TU5: What work of Cicero, his largest treatise, is a dialogue including Licinius Crassus and 
Marcus Antonius on the usefulness of the orator’s art?               DE ORATORE 
B1: Begun, but not finished, in his youth, what work of Cicero in two books defines the parts of 
speech and defends eloquence?                        DE INVENTIONE 
B2: What work of Cicero, written in 52 BC, is a refutation of Atticism and claims that it prefaces 
a translation to Demosthenes’ On the Crown and the reply of Aeschines, although such 
translations have not been found?                                         DE OPTIMO GENERE ORATORUM 
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TU6: Told to go “where wild beasts would entertain him,” what son of Aeolus settled where 
wolves left him food and married Themisto?                                ATHAMAS 
B1: On whose altar was Athamas’ child Phrixus set to be sacrificed to rid his country of a 
drought?                                                                                                         LAPHYSTIAN ZEUS 
B2: What son of Phrixus saved Athamas from being sacrificed on the altar of Laphystian Zeus 
himself?                                                                                                                     CYTISSORUS 
 
TU7: Ted is, as you probably know, a particularly vulgar comedy about a Teddy bear, but it’s a 
Latin form as well. What case and number is the form ted an archaic form of?   

 ABLATIVE SG. 
B1+B2: For five points each, give two possible emphatic forms of the pronoun tu.      

TUTE and TUTEMET 
 
TU8: Consul for the third time in 486, what Roman proposed the first agrarian law in Rome but 
was later killed on conspiracy of trying to become king?     SPURIUS CASSIUS 
B1: What office did Spurius Cassius hold for the first time in Roman history?   

MAGISTER EQUITUM 
B2: Under what dictator did Cassius hold that post?                                TITUS LARTIUS 
 
 
TU9: Welcome back to Cinema Romana! What summer release might have been known as 
simply Prodigiosa?                                                                                         WONDER WOMAN 
B1: What 2017 comedy could be rendered as Aspera Nox?                      ROUGH NIGHT 
B2: What dramatic biography could be poetically rendered as Omnes Me Tuentur?             

ALL EYEZ ON ME 
 
TU10: What speech, delivered in 100 A.D. in thanks for its author’s appointment to the 
consulship, extols the virtues of the optimus princeps, Trajan?           PANEGYRICUS 
B1: How many times was Pliny married?                                                             3 
B2: Where was Pliny governor in 111 A.D., from which he wrote his famous letter to Trajan 
about the Christians?                                                                                                      BITHYNIA 
 
TU11: When his people were harassed by the neighboring Cyclopes, what king led them far 
away to the island of Scheria, which was sacred to Macris?                         NAUSITHOUS 
B1+B2: Name both of Nausithous’ sons, for five points each.       ALCINOUS and RHEXENOR 
 
TU12:  From what Latin noun, with what meaning, is “forgery” derived?        

FABER, BLACKSMITH 
B1: From what Latin verb, with what meaning, is “soufflé” derived?  FLO, TO BREATHE 
B2: From what Latin adjective, with what meaning, is “dine” derived? IEIUNUS, HUNGRY 
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TU13: Because Constantius II died of illness, what general of Gaul became emperor without a 
struggle in 361?                                                                                                                    JULIAN 
B1: At what battle of 357 A.D. had Julian smashed a larger army of the Alemanni?  

STRASBOURG/ARGENTORATUM 
B2: Where did Julian die, perhaps from a spear hurled by a Christian in his own ranks?  

CTESIPHON (prompt on Persia) 
 
TU14: When his new wife cried out to Heracles for safety, what youth realized she was actually 
his mother, having unwittingly tried to kill him?                                          TELEPHUS 
B1: What priestess of Athena was his mother, his bride, and his near-killer?             AUGE 
B2: What animal had crawled between them, preventing the murder?                      SNAKE  
 
TU15: From what Latin noun, with what meaning, is “chancellor” derived?     

CANCELLI, LATTICE 
B1: From what Latin noun, with what meaning, is “kale” derived?                  CAULIS, STALK 
B2: From what Latin noun, with what meaning, is “surly” derived?               SENEX, OLD MAN 
 
TU16: What author, who sued a mime who mentioned him on the stage, expected a large statue 
erected to him as member and president of the collegium poetarum?            ACCIUS 
B1: What praetexta of Accius tells the story the devotio at the Battle of Sentinum?         

DECIUS/AENEADAE 
B2: What work of Accius directly imitates Ennius, though it is about festivals rather than 
history?                                                                                                                    ANNALES 
 
TU17: Translate into Latin, using three distinct verbs: They can, because they think they can. 

 QUEUNT, QUIA POSSE VIDENTUR/PUTANT (SE) POSSE, ETC. 
B1: Translate into Latin: He relates that the Gauls spared no one. 

NARRAT GALLOS NEMINI PEPERCISSE 
B2: Translate into Latin: Would that he had obeyed you!      (UTINAM) TIBI PEPERISSET 
 
TU18: Breaking with republican tradition, what Roman had two equestrians as his chief 
confidants and was the first Roman to put the face of a living person on coins?   
                                                                                                (C.) IULIUS CAESAR 
B1: What was the original name of July before Caesar renamed it to Iulius?   QUINTILIS 
B2: What denomination of coin did Caesar introduce to Rome?                     AUREUS 
 
TU19: What man played on the resentment that the nobles bore Theseus for democratizing the 
government, becoming the first demagogue?                                            MENESTHEUS 
B1: Menestheus may have been implicated in what man’s murder of Theseus on Skyros?       
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LYCOMEDES 
B2: How many Athenian ships did Menestheus lead to Troy?                          FIFTY 
 
TU20: Complete the following analogy: miles : scaena :: viator : ________? 

DEVERSORIUM/STABULUM/HOSPITIUM 
B1: Complete the following analogy: loquax : mutus :: comans : _______?         GLABER 
B2: Complete the following analogy: liber : libellus :: paulus : ________?   PAULULUS 
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WJCL Summer Rounds—Tournament VI 
Written by Michael Kearney 

Final Round 
 

TU1: At what battle of 77 BC, which occurred four centuries before a battle of the same name, 
did Catulus defeat Marcus Aemilius Lepidus near the Campus Martius, ending the threat to 
Rome?                                                                              MILVIAN BRIDGE 
B1: At what site, which also names a battle between Antony and Octavian, was Lepidus’ fellow 
rebel Marcus Junius Brutus defeated by Pompey?                                                    MUTINA 
B2: To what proconsul of Spain and other rebel did many of Lepidus’ followers flee?                

(Q.) SERTORIUS 
 
TU2: The owner of a helmet which made its way to Odysseus, what king blinded his son 
Phoenix after Phoenix stole his concubine?                                AMYNTOR 
B1: What notorious thief had stolen the helmet from Amyntor’s house?            AUTOLYCUS 
B2: What daughter of Amyntor, who shares a name with the mother of Neoptolemus, did 
Heracles ask to marry?                                                      DEIDAMEIA 
 
TU3: Translate the following sentence into English: Ego īnstāre ut mihi respondēret. 

I (KEPT) URGING HIM TO ANSWER ME 
B1: Now translate the following sentence into English, adapted from Ovid’s Metamorphoses: 
Canere doctus erat, sed tendere doctior arcus.      

HE WAS SKILLED AT SINGING, BUT BETTER AT BENDING THE BOW 
B2: Now translate this sentence into English: Malim videri nimis timidus quam parum 
prudens.             I WOULD PREFER TO SEEM TOO TIMID THAN TOO LITTLE PRUDENT 
 
TU4: What author, who wrote a lost history starting from the Civil War, asked ‘Shall Alexander 
cross the sea’ and ‘Shall Agamemnon sacrifice Iphigeneia’ in his Suasoriae?      

SENECA THE ELDER/RHETOR 
B1: Name all three sons of Seneca the Elder.       SENECA THE YOUNGER, GALLIO, LUCAN 
B2: What is the name Seneca’s main work, which contains the Controversiae and Suasoriae? 

ORATORUM ET RHETORUM SENTENTIA DIVISIONES COLORES 
 
TU5: What Latin adverb means “at least?”                                                         SALTEM 
B1: What Latin adverb means “indeed” or “for my part?”                              EQUIDEM 
B2: What Latin adverb means “almost” or “entirely?”                                       FERE 
 
TU6:  From what Latin noun, with what meaning, is “echelon” derived?     SCALA, LADDER 
B1: From what Latin verb, with what meaning, is “permeate” derived?    MEO, TO TRAVERSE 
B2: From what Latin noun, with what meaning, is “retina” derived?                RETE, NET 
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TU7: What name in mythology is shared by the twin brother of Erechtheus, a son of Boreas who 
violated a bacchant, and an Argonaut who was saved from the Sirens by Aphrodite?        BUTES 
B1: How did the second Butes die after his unfortunate decision? 

(DRIVEN MAD BY DIONYSUS), JUMPED INTO A WELL AND DROWNED 
B2: What son did the third Butes have by Aphrodite?                                                  ERYX 
 
TU8: Consul four times, what Roman became the first plebeian dictator—and later the first 
plebeian censor—with his election in 356 BC?                             (C. MARCIUS) RUTILUS 
B1: Although he had earlier served as consul, breaking the order of the cursus honorum, what 
Roman became the first plebeian praetor in 336 A.D.?                    (Q.) PUBLILIUS PHILO 
B2: What law had earlier permitted the plebeians to hold one of the consulships?      

 LEX LICINIA-SEXTIA 
 
TU9: What author from the reign of Tiberius wrote the Exempla and the Factorum et Dictorum 
Memorabilium?                                                                                          VALERIUS MAXIMUS 
B1: What historian/orator’s work was burned on the orders of Tiberius?    TITUS LABIENUS 
B2: What author from the reign of Tiberius wrote a history beginning with Caesar that was 
continued by Pliny the Elder?                                         AUFIDIUS BASSUS 
 
TU10: Give the full dictionary entry for the verb mulgeo.             MULGERE, MULSI, 
MULSUM, TO MILK 
B1: Give the full dictionary entry for the verb meto.    

METERE, MESSUI, MESSUM, TO REAP 
B2: Give the full dictionary entry for the verb pecto.    PECTERE, PEXI, PEXUM, TO COMB 
 
TU11: Translate to English: Agri sunt crebri frumento. 

THE FIELDS ARE THICK WITH GRAIN 
B1: Say in Latin: The river rose three feet higher.              

FLUMEN SURREXIT ALTIUS TRIBUS PEDIBUS 
B2: Using an ablative, say in Latin: The sons of Cornelia were praised because of their bravery. 

FILII CORNELIAE VIRTUTE LAUDATI SUNT. 
 
TU12: Because he hoped to add Cephallenia to his dominions, what “young soldier” ruled that 
Odysseus be exiled for the killing of the suitors?               

NEOPTOLEMUS/PYRRHUS (Neoptolemus = young soldier) 
B1: What goddess convinced Neoptolemus to delay his voyage home from Troy and thus saved 
him?                                                                                                                                   THETIS 
B2: Name one of the sons of Neoptolemus and Andromache.       

MOLOSSUS, PIELUS, and PERGAMUS 
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TU13: Listen carefully to the following passage, taken from Book IV of Apuleius’ 
Metamorphoses, spoken by Venus to Psyche, which I will read twice, and answer in English the 
question that follows: “videris enim mihi tam deformis ancilla nullo alio sed tantum sedulo 
ministerio amatores tuos promereri: jam ergo et ipsa frugem tuam periclitabor. Discerne 
seminum istorum passivam congeriem singulisque granis rite dispositis atque sejugatis ante 
istam vesperam opus expeditum approbato mihi.”  
The question: According to Venus, how does Psyche obtain her lovers?     

(ONLY) BY DILIGENT SERVICE  
B1: By what time must Psyche finish her task for Venus?            

 (THAT) EVENING (accept midnight) 
B2: What task does Venus order Psyche to complete?       SEPARATE THE GRAINS BY TYPE 
 
TU14: What general set up a counterfeit Senate and his own mints, declaring himself restitutor 
orbis and imperator Galliarum in 260 during the reign of Gallienus?               POSTUMUS 
B1: How many pretenders supposedly rose up during Gallienus’ reign?     THIRTY (TYRANTS) 
B2: What son of Gallienus was slewn by Postumus at Cologne?                          SALONINUS  
B3: What Roman officer rallied the troops in Persia following Valerian’s death and appointed his 
two sons emperors?                                                                          MACRIANUS  
B4: What general, who later defeated Gallienus, put an end to Macrianus and his sons?         

AUREOLUS  
 
TU15: Translate the following quotation of Vergil from Latin to English: quid faciat laetas 
segetes?                                     WHAT (OUGHT MAKE) MAKES THE FIELDS HAPPY? 
B1: What use of the subjunctive is found in that quotation?                     DELIBERATIVE 
B2: Using a deliberative subjunctive, translate the following into English: Should we kill the 
citizen?                                                                                       CIVEMNE INTERFICIAMUS  
 
TU16: Identify the rhetorical device in this phrase, taken from Book 3 of Vergil’s Georgics: 
Talis Hyperboreo septem subiecta trioni.                       TMESIS (septem...trioni) 
B1: Identify the rhetorical device in this line, taken from Book 1 of Vergil’s Aeneid: Hic vasto 
rex Aeolus antro.                                                                               WORD-PICTURE 
B2: Identify the rhetorical device in this line, taken from Book 6 of Vergil’s Aeneid: portitor 
has horrendus aquas et flumina servat                                         SYNCHYSIS 
 
TU17: Primarily possessed by the wealthy, what lead pipes were often blamed for causing 
sterility?                                                                                                                       FISTULA(E) 
B1: Frankly, that tossup was so random I couldn’t find logical bonuses, so you got whatever 
thing I landed on in Adkins. What name was given to the cut pieces of glass used in a mosaic? 
                                                                                                                 TESSERAE 
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B2: My common link, I guess is words that end in -ae. What word ending in -ae were the strips 
of papyrus wood?                                                                               SCHEDAE 
 
TU18: What king’s, whose rule so favored the common people that the wealthy killed him, won 
his kingdom by placing a fired-clay shard into the draw for the Peloponnesus?   

CRESPHONTES 
B1: What successor of Cresphontes, also a Heraclid, forced Merope, Cresphontes’ widow, to 
marry him?                                                                                                             POLYPHONTES 
B2: Whom did Cresphontes persuade to let him drop the fired-clay shard into the draw?            

TEMENUS 
 
TU19: What author, who supposedly wrote four tragedies in sixteen days, served under Pompey 
in Sardinia, Caesar in Gaul, and under his brother Marcus in Cilicia in 51 B.C.?        

QUINTUS (TULLIUS) CICERO 
B1: What collection of letters did Cicero write to his brother Quintus?  

AD QUINTUM FRATREM 
B2: On what subject did Quintus write a pamphlet, although its authorship is somewhat suspect? 

CAMPAIGNING/ELECTIONEERING 
 
TU20: When you are recognized by the spotter, please perform the following command: Surge 
et equita.                           STUDENT SHOULD STAND AND PRETEND TO RIDE A HORSE 
B1: When you are recognized by the spotter, please perform the following command: Nunc 
omnes facite sonam equi.        

 NOW ALL SHOULD MAKE THE SOUND OF A HORSE, NAMELY NEIGH 
B2: What Roman author wrote a treatise called De Iaculatione Equestri?          

  PLINY THE ELDER 
 
 


